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From Strings Theory
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Starting from the effective action of the low energy limit of Strings theory, I find an exact solution
of the field equations which geodesics behavie exactly as the trajectories of stars arround of a spiral
galaxy. Here dark matter is of dilatonic origin. It is remarkable that the energy density of this
space-time is the same as the used by astronomers to model galaxy stability. Some remarks about
a universe dominated by dilatons are pointed out.
Till some years ago it was believed that in our era, mat-
ter is made of leptons, quarks and gauge bosons. Only
theories beyond the Standard Model predict other exotic
particles which can exist at very higher energies, maybe
near of the origin of the universe. But the discovery of
the existence of a great amount of dark matter in galax-
ies and galaxy clusters could change our building of how
is matter constructed, furthermore it could be possible
that we do not know of what 90% of the matter of the
universe is made. Let me explain in some lines this af-
firmation. Since the discovery of Zwiky and Smith of
the necessity of a great amount of wanting matter in the
Coma and Virgo clusters in 1933 [1] in order that these
clusters remain stable, the astronomers have discovered
that a great amount of luminous matter is absent in the
galaxies in order to understand their stability and age
(for a better explanation of the dark matter problem in
galaxies, see the G. Raffelt contribution in this volume).
Astronomers have discovered even a greater amount of
wanting luminous matter in most of the galaxy clusters,
since these clusters have also shown to be very stable.
In terms of the reason Ωx = ρx/ρcrit between a x mat-
ter specie and the critical density ρcrit which makes the
universe flat, we can express the contribution of the lumi-
nous matter in the universe by Ωobs = (0.003± 0.002)/h
(see for example [2]), which depends on the value of the
Hubble constant h in units of 100 km/sec/ Mpc. If we
consider the matter needed in the halos of the galaxies
in order to conserve their stability, the mass density of
the universe is Ωhalos ∼ 0.05, and considering the matter
needed in order to have stability of the galaxies clusters,
the density of the universe grows to Ωclost = 0.25± 0.10.
These two last densities do not depend on the value of the
Hubble constant. Neutrinos can contribute to the total
density of the universe, nevertheless due to their recently
discovered low mass, their contribution cannot be much
grater than the luminous one (see the contribution of R.
Peccei in this volume).
Our actual understanding of the universe is sus-
tained by the Standard Model of cosmology, namely
the Freedman-Robertson-Weaker (FRW) cosmological
model. The predictions of the FRW model is supported
for important observations; the universe expansion, the
microwave background and the observations in the early
elements composition in the era of nucleosynthesis. All
these three predictions are supported for a extraordinary
coincidences with observations, therefore it could be very
difficult to construct another cosmological model with
so nice features. Remarkable is the fact that the the-
oretical predictions of nucleosynthesis do not permit a
great amount of baryonic matter. If the value of the
Hubble constant h = 1, the permitted values for the
baryonic density implies 0.06 < Ωbaryon < 0.02. If the
Hubble constant h = 0.4 these values could increase to
0.05 < Ωbaryon < 0.12 (see for example [2]). In any case
this limits do not permit sufficient baryons for explaining
the needed matter in clusters. This fact implies that
there must exist exotic matter in the universe,
i.e., there is a great amount of non-baryonic matter in
the cosmos and we do not know its nature. There are
many hypothesis about the nature of this exotic matter.
In this lines I want to explain one of this hypothesis,
namely; the scalar field as dark matter in galaxies and in
the universe [3] [5].
The FRW model contains some problems related with
the origin of the universe, in the quantum mechanic era
of the universe. Some of the most important problems
of the FRW model are; the horizon, the flatness prob-
lem, galaxy formation, etc. Some of these problems can
be resolved using an inflationary model of the universe,
i.e., introducing a scalar field by hand into the Einstein
field equations. This procedure is preferred by theoreti-
cal physicist because it is elegant and simple. In general
the inflationary model implies that Ω = 1, where most of
the matter is due to the scalar field. It is quit remarkable
that all the actual most important unification theories,
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like the Standard Model of particles, the Kaluza-Klein
and the Strings theories predict the existence of scalar
fields. Scalar fields are needed in order to maintain con-
sistence in the respective theory. Therefore the question
arrays; is it possible that the wanting matter could have
a scalar nature? In this lines I will show that this seems
to be the case, this fact puts the scalar fields as a good
candidate to be the dark matter in the universe.
I will start supposing that scalar fields are the dark mat-
ter in spiral galaxies. Observational data show that the
galaxies are composed by almost 90% of dark matter.
Nevertheless the halo contains a larger amount of dark
matter, because otherwise the observed dynamics of par-
ticles in the halo is not consistent with the predictions
of Newtonian theory, which explains well the dynamics
of the luminous sector of the galaxy. So we can suppose
that luminous matter does not contribute in a very im-
portant way to the total energy density of the halo of
the galaxy at least in the mentioned region, instead the
scalar matter will be the main contributor to it. Lumi-
nous matter in galaxies posses a Newtonian behavior, we
expect that only gravitational interactions are important
in them. So, we can perfectly neglect all the other inter-
actions, I will suppose that only gravitation and scalar
interactions are present. So, the model I am dealing with
will be given by the gravitational interaction modified by
a scalar field and a scalar potential. Then, I start with
the effective low energy action of Strings theories with
cosmological constant Λ in the Einstein frame [4]
S =
∫
d4x
√−g[− R
κ0
+ 2(∇Φ)2 + e−2φΛ], (1)
where R is the scalar curvature, Φ is the scalar field,
κ0 =
16piG
c3
and
√−g is the determinant of the metric. I
have carried out a conformal transformation in order to
have a more simple form of the field equations. Action
(1) actually states that an exponential potential appears
in a natural way in this theory.
On the other hand, the exact symmetry of the halo is
stills unknown, but it is reasonable to suppose that the
halo is symmetric with respect to the rotation axis of the
galaxy. Here I let the symmetry of the halo as general as
I can, so I choose it to be axial symmetric. Furthermore,
the rotation of the galaxy do not affect the motion of
test particles around the galaxy, dragging effects in the
halo of the galaxy should be too small to affect the tests
particles (stars) traveling around the galaxy. Hence, in
the region of interest we can suppose the space-time to
be static, given that the circular velocity of stars (like
the sun) of about 230 Km/s seems not to be affected by
the rotation of the galaxy and we can consider a time
reversal symmetry of the space-time. The most general
static and axial symmetric metric compatible with this
action, written in the Papapetrou form is
ds2 =
1
f
[e2k(dzdz¯) +W 2dφ2]− f c2dt2, (2)
where z := ρ+ iζ and z¯ := ρ− iζ and the functions f, W
and k depend only on ρ and ζ. This metric represents
the symmetries posted above.
An exact solution of the field equations derived from
the action (1) in Boyer-Lindquist coordinates ρ =√
r2 + b2 sin θ, ζ = r cos θ reads [9] [10]
ds2 =
1 + b
2
cos
2 θ
r2
f0r0
(
dr2
1 + b
2
r2
+ r2 dθ2) +
r2 + b2 sin2 θ
f0r0
dφ2 − f0c2 r
2 + b2 sin2 θ
r0
dt2 (3)
The effective energy density µDM of (3) is given by the
expression
µDM =
1
2
V (Φ) =
2f0r0
κ0(r2 + b2 sin
2 θ)
(4)
The energy density (4) coincides with that required for
a galaxy to explain the rotation curves of test particles
in its halo, but in our model, this energy density is pro-
duced by the scalar field and the scalar field potential,
that is, this dark matter is produced by a Φ particle.
In what follows I study the circular trajectories of a
test particle on the equatorial plane taking the space-
time (2) as the background. The motion equation of a
test particle in the space-time (2) can be derived from
the Lagrangian
L = 1
f
[e2k(
(
dρ
dτ
)2
+
(
dζ
dτ
)2
) +W 2
(
dφ
dτ
)2
]− f c2
(
d t
dτ
)2
.
(5)
This Lagrangian contains two constants of motion, the
angular momentum per unit of mass B and the total
energy of the test particle A. In terms of the metric com-
ponents and the test particle velocity v = (ρ˙, ς˙, φ˙) I ob-
tain A2 = c4f2/(f − v2
c2
). For a circular trajectory at
the equatorial plane ς˙ = ρ˙ = 0 the equation of motion is
B2 f/W 2−A2/c2f = −c2. This last equation determines
the circular trajectories of the stars of the galaxy. Using
these equations I obtain an expression for B in terms of
v2, B2 = v2/(f − v2
c2
)W 2/f ∼ v2W 2/f2, since v2 << c2.
From this equation one concludes that for our solution
(3) v2 = f2
0
B2, i.e.
vDM = f0B, (6)
where I call v → vDM the circular velocity due to the
dark matter alone.
Let us model the circular velocity profile of a spiral
galaxy by the function
v2L = v
2(Ropt)β
1.97 x1.22
(x2 + 0.782)1.43
(7)
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which is the approximate model for the Universal Ro-
tation Curves proposed by Persic et.al. [6] where β =
vL(Ropt)/v(Ropt.). One obtains a typical profile of the
circular velocity due to the luminous matter of a spiral
galaxy [7]. With this velocity it is now easy to calculate
the angular momentum (per unity of mass) of the test
particle B = vLD, where D is the distance between the
center of the galaxy and the test particle. For our metric,
D =
∫
ds =
√
(r2 + b2)/f0r0. Finally, using equation (6)
I find the profile of the dark matter velocity. The results
are shown in fig. 1 for some galaxies. We see that the cor-
respondence with typical circular velocities profiles given
in the literature [7] [8] is excellent.
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FIG. 1. The circular velocity profiles of four galaxies. In
this Black lines represents the total circular velocity (v), mi-
dle-grays is the contribution of the dark matter to the total
velocity (vDM ) and the light-grays curves is the contribution
of luminous matter (vL); finally the dots represent the obser-
vational data. The units are in (Km/s) in the vertical axis
and in (Kpc) in the horizontal one.
The crucial point for having the circular velocity
vDM = f0B is that f ∼ W in the solution (3). But this
fact remains unaltered after conformal transformations in
the metric dˆs
2
= F (Φ)ds2, so that the circular velocity
vDM remains the same for all theories and frames related
with metric (2) by conformal transformations. This point
is very important. In order to derive action (1) from the
effective action of the low energy limit of Strings theory,
I have carried out a conformal transformation, so this re-
sult is valid also for this last action. But then the result
should be valid for any theory conformaly equivalent to
action (1).
This result has some very interesting consequences [11].
If this result is true, Scalar fields not only exist, but they
represent 90% of the matter in the universe. This result
and the inflationary models tell us that scalar fields are
the most important part of matter in nature, they deter-
mine the structure of the universe. After the big bang,
they inflated the universe; soon after they gave mass to
the particles; later they concentrate maybe because of
scalar field condensation, provoking that baryonic mat-
ter density fluctuations and forming stars, galaxies and
galaxy clusters. Scalar fields can clarify why galaxies
formed so soon after the recombination era, they con-
densate during the radiation era forming the arena that
formed the galaxies. The question why nature use only
the spin 1 and spin 2 fundamental interactions over the
simplest spin 0 interactions becomes clear here. This re-
sult tell us that in fact nature have preferred the spin 0
interaction over the other two ones, scalar field interac-
tions determine the cosmos structure. This result give
also a limit for the validity of the Einstein’s equations,
they are valid at local level; planets, stars, star-systems,
but they are not more valid at galactic or cosmological
level, a scalar field interaction must be added to the orig-
inal equations. This result could be the first contact of
higher dimensional theories like the Kaluza-Klein or the
Strings one with reality, furthermore, it could be the first
trace to demonstrate the existence of extra dimensions in
nature.
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